
                                              Notes on garden     

  Each morning for five or ten minutes work with the art of visualization – a creative 

art. [ 4th ray/Venus/Ajna ] Visualize [ Jupiter in Sagittarius in aspect to Neptune in 

Taurus ] to yourself a garden [ Taurus ] in disorder [ Neptune in Taurus ] that you 

are restoring to order [ 7th ray through its transmission of Aries ] and beauty. [ 

Venus ] Rearrange that garden and fill it with flowers, [ Venus ] with the song [ 

Venus/Neptune ] of birds [ soul ] and with what you have visioned to yourself as the 

garden of your dreams.[ Neptune in the 11th house of ideals and dreams ] See two 

things happen: there must be restoration { 7th ray/Aries ] of the garden and its growth 

[ Jupiter and 6th ray indicates the growth of the plants/flower towards light in the 

vegetable kingdom which 6th ray rules ] in beauty.[ Venus ] Let your imagination [ 

Mercury/Neptune ]  guide [ Chiron as the guide in relation to Sagittarius, the sign of 

vision ] you day by day into the steady work of restoration { Mars, ruler of Aries, in 

Taurus ] remembering the goal [ Sagittarius ] of this exercise is to focus your 

attention in the region of the ajna centre, [ 6th ray/Neptune ] of the pituitary body. 

There learn the power to organize. [ 7th ray ] When your problems descend upon you, 

when you are swept by an ancient habit [ Moon in Scorpio ] of thought [ Saturn in Pisces 

– accumulated karma of past lives ] that you know to be wrong but which has as yet a 

rhythmic power [ 7th ray; Uranus square Moon ] over you, then retire [ Pisces/12th house 

] into your garden and work there for a short while. In time, make your retreat [ 12th 

house is ruled by Taurus ] into the secret [ Scorpio/Mars ] garden [ Mars in Taurus in 

the 12th house ] an instantaneous reaction [ Aries/Mars ] when distressed, and stay not 

there for a long time. It will aid you to break [ Pluto, ruler of Scorpio/Pisces ] the power 

of ancient thoughtforms. [ Saturn in Pisces and its relation to Moon in Pisces decanate 

of Scorpio; Transiting Uranus conjunct the solar arc Saturn ] DINA I/506 

 

 



 


